
WHY EDGEWARE?

 TIME FOR TV BEYOND BROADCAST

Learn more at www.edgeware.tv

Edgeware helps you deliver modern TV services that are “beyond broad-
cast”. Offering IP-based TV delivery to some of the world’s most advanced  
operators and content providers, we facilitate the new way of consuming 
TV, and believe in solutions that let you capitalize your content, give your 
viewers an amazing viewing experience, and scale even for your biggest 
live events. It’s time for TV beyond broadcast!
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With OTT becoming the main delivery strategy for the vast majority of TV providers, Edge-
ware offers systems that help you process, prepare and optimize your content for distribution 
over the Internet to any screen. Capabilities such as Cavena-based subtitling, frame-accurate 
segmentation – key for glitch-free ad insertion – and channel stitching are just a few examples 
of Edgeware functionality in this area.  

Multi-CDNs are evolving as the distribution method of choice for many OTT providers. 
Edgeware empowers anyone distributing OTT TV content to monitor, optimize and manage 
the delivery of streamed media with fine-grained delivery control. This proves to be ideal in a 
multi-CDN environment.  

For content delivery, our purpose built TV CDN technology lets you build your own CDN infra-
structure. The widely deployed solutions let you deliver both IPTV and OTT TV services with 
full control and low latency. 

Below is a snap-shot of the capabilities and applications we offer. 
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EDGEWARE’S OFFERING – HIGH LEVEL FUNCTIONS



Edgeware has already built over 200 TV delivery systems for content owners around the world – 
for network operators (such as KPN, Telia, Cincinnati Bell and Vodafone), cable companies (such 
as Televisa and ComHem) and content owners and broadcasters (such as Sky, HBO Asia and 
myTV SUPER in Hong Kong). myTV SUPER’s service grew from zero to five million viewers in less 
than two years and delivers 4K TV at 50fps with personalized ads to its customers.

By deploying our origin solution – on-prem or as a service – you can prepare your content, 
make sure audio, video and subtitles are synchronized, and repackage it for OTT distribution. 
You can control the delivery from multiple CDNs and make sure that your precious content is 
delivered with optimized quality to any client device. Finally, Edgeware’s TV CDN infrastructure 
lets you offer both OTT TV and IPTV services with one solution. 

But most important of all, you can offer your customers a TV experience beyond broadcast.

  

• Capitalize your content 
You can create virtual channels, tailored to the 
different interests or demographics of your audience 
using our Virtualized Channel Creation solution. 
Policy control enables you to ensure that the right 
content reaches the right viewer. 

 You can offer personalized ad insertion to easier at-
tract advertising buyers. And you can make sure you 
deliver high profile content such as big live sports 
events without congestion or delays while seamless-
ly onboarding every single viewer.

 With our new platform for delivery control, the StreamPilot, you get valuable insights into 
your viewers’ quality of experience that you can monetize through innovative and personal-
ized services.    

• Amazing viewing experience 
Low latency and no buffering are essential for delivering a TV beyond broadcast experience. 
Our high precision content processing capabilities such as the award-winning frame-accurate 
segmentation, our unique fine-grained delivery control and purpose-build CDN infrastructure 
all ensure the best possible viewing experience. 

 Smoothly expand your IPTV-based (RTSP) services to an OTT offering (HTTP) with our com-
bined TV CDN solutions for both technologies.

• Deploy at scale 
You can scale to huge levels of service take-up – without huge costs. Your origin system can 
scale ingest channels independently of egress (distribution options). You can send peak or off-
net streams via other CDN services, optimizing the utilization of your own systems.

 Our multiple deployment options with SaaS, on-prem and your choice of standard computing 
options enable you to scale the way best suiting your business needs. 

TIME TO SUMMARIZE 

BENEFITS WITH EDGEWARE’S OFFERINGS

HOW CAN YOU BENEFIT FROM EDGEWARE’S OFFERINGS?

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 


